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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND1

A. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION2

Q. Please state your name and business address.3

A. Gerald P. O’Connor, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563.4

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?5

A. I am the Senior Vice President of Finance and Strategic Planning for Nicor Inc. and 6

Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas” or “the 7

Company”).8

B. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE9

Q. What are your duties in your position as Senior Vice President of Nicor Gas?10

A. I have executive responsibility for several functions within the financial area of Nicor 11

Gas, including the development and administration of Nicor Gas’ rates and its financial 12

analysis function.  I also am responsible for special projects within the finance area.13

Q. Please summarize your educational background and experience.14

A. I have a Bachelor’s Degree in Commerce from University College, Dublin, Ireland, and a 15

Master of Business Administration from Utah State University. I also am a Chartered 16

Certified Accountant (“FCCA”), which is equivalent in Ireland and the United Kingdom 17

to a Certified Public Accountant (“CPA”). 18

Immediately before joining Nicor Gas in 2004, I was a partner with the consulting 19

firm Tatum Partners, LLC, providing financial consulting services to clients in the utility, 20

investment banking, and energy industries.  Prior to joining Tatum Partners, I was a Vice 21
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President and the Chief Financial Officer of Aux Sable Liquid Products, a gas products 22

company.  Prior to that, I served for five years as Vice President – Finance and 23

Administration of Illinova Energy Partners, an unregulated energy services company 24

affiliated with Illinois Power Company.25

Q. Have you previously testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission26

(“Commission”)?27

A. Yes.  I testified in the Company’s last two rate cases, Docket No. 04-0779 and Docket 28

No. 08-0363 (“2008 Rate Case”).29

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS30

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding?31

A. The purpose of my direct testimony is to support Nicor Gas’ petition for re-approval of 32

the Operating Agreement.  The Final Order in the 2008 Rate Case directed Nicor Gas to 33

submit a petition seeking re-approval of the Operating Agreement.  The Order further 34

directed Nicor Gas to support the petition with verified direct testimony.35

Q. What is the conclusion of your direct testimony?36

A. I conclude that the Operating Agreement provides fair and equitable cost allocations 37

between Nicor Gas and its affiliates, and promotes the efficient use of Nicor Gas 38

resources, and therefore is not contrary to the public interest.  No changes are necessary 39

to the existing Operating Agreement, and, therefore, the Company does not propose any 40

changes or amendments.  41
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III. SUMMARY OF ISSUES FROM 2008 RATE CASE42

Q. Please describe this proceeding originated from the 2008 Rate Case.43

A. In their rebuttal testimony in the 2008 Rate Case, Staff witnesses Dianna Hathhorn and 44

David Sackett recommended the initiation of a proceeding, separate from the rate case, to 45

review the Company’s Operating Agreement.  Nicor Gas did not oppose Staff’s 46

recommendation. 47

Q. Did the Commission issue a directive to Nicor Gas related to the Operating 48

Agreement?49

A. Yes.  In Finding and Ordering Paragraph 14 of the Final Order in the 2008 Rate Case 50

(“Final Order”), the Commission directed that:51

Nicor (Gas) shall file a petition within 120 days of the date of a 52
final Order in this proceeding seeking either re-approval of its 53
current Operating Agreement, or, approval of a new affiliated 54
interest transaction agreement; this petition shall address the 55
criteria expressed by Staff, as is set forth in section XIV(C) 156
herein; and, it shall be supported by verified testimony.57

Docket No. 08-0363, Final Order at 183.  Therefore, this direct testimony and the 58

accompanying petition are being submitted in accordance with the Final Order.59

Q. What are the Staff criteria mentioned in the ordering paragraph?60

A. Staff proposed that this proceeding should address the following criteria: (1) when it is61

appropriate to charge the prevailing price and when it is appropriate to charge fully 62

distributed costs; (2) consideration of Nicor (Gas) employees that are dedicated full-time 63

  
1 The correct reference is to the criteria listed in section XVI(C) of the final Order, at page 181 through 182.
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to Nicor Gas’ affiliates; (3) facilitation of affiliate endeavors through utility activities; 64

and (4) annual reporting and auditing requirements to the Commission.65

Q. What is your conclusion regarding the Staff criteria?66

A. I conclude that the current Operating Agreement fully and completely addresses each of 67

the Staff criteria.  I further conclude that the Operating Agreement has been and 68

continues to be in the public interest, and does not require any alteration.69

IV. REQUEST FOR RE-APPROVAL OF OPERATING AGREEMENT70

Q. Was the current Operating Agreement approved by the Commission?  71

A. Yes.  The Operating Agreement was originally approved by the Commission in Docket 72

No. 00-0537 in September 2001.  The Commission approved a first amendment to the 73

Operating Agreement in December 2004, Docket No. 04-0629 (providing for the short-74

term borrowing and investment between the parties and allowing Nicor Gas to loan funds 75

to Nicor Inc. pursuant to 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 340 governing Money Pool 76

Agreements).  The Commission approved a second amendment to the Operating 77

Agreement in February 2007, Docket No. 06-0796 (amending the short-term borrowing 78

addendum to allow Nicor Gas to loan funds to Nicor Inc. to the extent Nicor Inc. meets 79

the requirements of subsection (1), (2) or (3) of 83  Illinois Administrative Code Part 80

340.40(b)).  81

Q. Is Nicor Gas proposing any changes to the current Operating Agreement? 82

A. No. The Operating Agreement has been restated to include the first and second 83

amendments as previously approved by the Commission, and to update the list of 84
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participants to the Agreement as reported to the Commission through June 1, 2009.  The 85

Operating Agreement, as restated, is attached to this testimony as Exhibit 1.1. 86

Q. What is the purpose of the Operating Agreement?87

A. The purpose of the Operating Agreement is to govern transactions between a Nicor Inc. 88

subsidiary and Nicor Gas.  The main areas covered by this Agreement include the use of 89

facilities and services, asset sales, accounting, invoicing and payment for intercompany 90

charges, and a cost apportionment methodology.91

Q. Why is Nicor Gas not proposing changes to the Operating Agreement? 92

A. It is Nicor Gas’ position that the current Operating Agreement continues to be in the 93

public interest.  The Operating Agreement provides for fair and equitable cost allocations 94

between Nicor Gas and its affiliates, and allows Nicor Gas to utilize resources in the most 95

efficient manner. 96

Q. Please explain why the Operating Agreement is in the public interest.97

A. Because the Operating Agreement lays out specific guidelines for the equitable allocation 98

and sharing of resources between Nicor Inc. affiliates and Nicor Gas, the companies are 99

not economically burdened by duplicative resources or activities.  For Nicor Gas, a public 100

utility, the prudent use of resources has public interest implications – Nicor Gas’ 101

customers benefit from the efficient and cost-effective use of the Company’s resources.102

Q. Does the Operating Agreement address the Staff criteria referenced in the Final 103

Order?104

A. Yes.  I will address each of the Staff criteria in the following sections of my direct 105

testimony.106
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V. STAFF ISSUE 1: When it is appropriate to apply the prevailing price and when it is 107
appropriate to charge fully distributed costs108

Q. What was Staff witness Hathhorn’s concern regarding the criteria for applying the 109

prevailing price or the fully distributed cost under the Operating Agreement?110

A. In her rebuttal testimony in the 2008 Rate Case, Ms. Hathhorn questioned the application 111

of the fully distributed cost vs. prevailing price, or cost apportionment methodology,112

regarding two separate and distinct billing services Nicor Gas provides to affiliates.  The 113

Final Order found that Nicor Gas has appropriately applied the prevailing price and fully 114

distributed cost for these billing services, but retained Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation 115

that the cost apportionment methodology be discussed further in this proceeding.  116

Q. Is the cost apportionment methodology to determine the cost of services rendered 117

between Nicor Gas and affiliates of Nicor Inc. prescribed in the Operating 118

Agreement?119

A. Yes, it is discussed in Article 5 of the Operating Agreement (Exhibit 1.1).120

Q. Please describe the cost apportionment methodology prescribed by the Operating 121

Agreement when facilities or services are provided by Nicor Gas to another Nicor 122

entity.123

A. When Nicor Gas provides facilities or services to an affiliate, Section 5.1(b)(i) of the 124

Operating Agreement, Use of Facilities or Services, requires Nicor Gas to charge the 125

affiliate the prevailing price.  If no such prevailing price exists for such facility or service, 126

Nicor Gas is required to charge the affiliate an amount equal to or greater than the fully 127

distributed cost incurred by Nicor Gas.128
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Q. Does Nicor Gas assess a Commission-authorized charge for each service that it 129

provides to an affiliate?130

A. Yes, in accordance with the Operating Agreement.131

Q. Please describe the cost apportionment methodology prescribed by the Operating 132

Agreement when facilities or services are provided by another Nicor entity to Nicor 133

Gas.134

A. When an affiliate provides facilities or services to Nicor Gas, Section 5.1(b)(ii) of the 135

Operating Agreement, Use of Facilities or Services, requires the affiliate to charge Nicor 136

Gas the affiliate’s prevailing price for such facility or service.  If no such prevailing price 137

exists, the affiliate is required to charge Nicor Gas an amount equal to or less than the 138

fully distributed cost incurred by the affiliate.139

Q. Does Nicor Gas pay a Commission-authorized charge for each service that it 140

receives from an affiliate?141

A. Yes, in accordance with the Operating Agreement. 142

Q. What is meant by the term “prevailing price”?143

A. When Nicor Gas provides facilities or services to an affiliated company, the prevailing 144

price is the price the Company charges to the public for that facility or service.  In 145

general, this price is the tariff rate or other pricing mechanism as approved by the 146

Commission.147

When an affiliate provides facilities or services to Nicor Gas, the prevailing price 148

is the price charged to non-Nicor companies if those nonaffiliated transactions comprise a 149

substantial portion of the affiliate’s total revenues derived from such transactions.150
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Q. What is included in the fully distributed cost?151

A. Fully distributed costs include both direct and indirect costs. Direct costs include direct 152

labor, direct materials and purchased services.  Indirect costs include such costs as 153

employee benefits, payroll taxes, administrative and general costs, and facilities costs, 154

with facilities costs reflecting a return equal to the rate of return on rate base most 155

recently authorized for Nicor Gas by the Commission.156

Q. Is the application of the cost apportionment methodology set forth in the Operating 157

Agreement, fair, equitable and in the public interest?158

A. Yes. As the Commission determined in approving the Operating Agreement and 159

subsequent amendments, the cost apportionment methodology set forth in the Operating 160

Agreement is reasonable and in the public interest.161

Q. Are the criteria applied by Nicor Gas to determine prevailing price vs. fully 162

distributed cost fair, equitable and in the public interest?163

A. Yes.  As the Commission has determined in approving the Operating Agreement (see 164

Docket No. 00-0537), the Operating Agreement is reasonable and in the public interest.165

VI. STAFF ISSUE 2: Consideration of Nicor (Gas) employees that are dedicated full-166
time to Nicor Gas’ affiliates167

Q. What was Staff witness Hathhorn’s concern regarding Nicor (Gas) employees 168

dedicated full-time to Nicor Gas’ affiliates?169

A. In her rebuttal testimony in the 2008 Rate Case, Staff witness Hathhorn discussed 170

individuals who are dedicated to Nicor Gas affiliates, but are considered employees of 171

Nicor Gas for purposes of payroll and benefit administration.172
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Q. Why are these individuals considered to be employees of Nicor Gas for 173

administrative purposes?174

A. The employees in question are assigned to Nicor Enerchange and Nicor Inc. because of 175

their job responsibilities.  These work groups are small compared to the total number of 176

Nicor Gas employees.  As of December 31, 2007, 46 employees, or approximately 2% of 177

Nicor Gas’ total employees, were assigned to Nicor Enerchange and Nicor Inc.  178

Therefore, it is more efficient to utilize the Nicor Gas payroll system to pay them and 179

also provide them with retirement and welfare benefits.  This arrangement minimizes180

expenses related to technology systems, benefit design and administration, but adds no 181

cost to Nicor Gas or its customers. 182

Q. How are the costs related to these employees charged to affiliates of Nicor Gas?183

A. Except to the extent that such employees may provide occasional services to Nicor Gas, 184

the fully distributed costs of these employees’ services are charged by Nicor Gas to Nicor 185

Enerchange and Nicor Inc.186

Q. Are the charges to affiliates related to these employees in compliance with the 187

Operating Agreement?188

A. Yes, these charges are prescribed by Articles 2 and 5 of the Operating Agreement 189

(Exhibit 1.1).190

VII. STAFF ISSUE 3: Facilitation of affiliate endeavors through utility activities191

Q. What topics were identified by Staff in the 2008 Rate Case regarding this issue? 192

A. In her rebuttal testimony, Staff witness Hathhorn stated that the use of the Nicor Gas call 193

center and the Nicor Inc. website to facilitate affiliate endeavors should be evaluated.  194
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Staff witness Sackett also discussed the call center and website, as well as a warranty 195

service known as Gas Line Comfort Guard. Gas Line Comfort Guard is a product that is 196

owned, controlled and marketed by Nicor Gas’ affiliated company, Nicor Energy 197

Services Company (“Nicor Services”). 198

Q. What do you conclude regarding the use of the website, the call center and Gas Line 199

Comfort Guard?200

A. In each of these three instances, Nicor Gas is receiving a fair and equitable recovery of 201

costs it incurs in providing resources to affiliates and, likewise, Nicor Gas is charged a 202

fair and equitable price for resources provided to it by affiliates.  The charges between 203

Nicor Gas and its affiliates related to the website, call center and Gas Line Comfort 204

Guard are all determined in accordance with the Operating Agreement.  Accordingly, 205

Nicor Gas customers are not subsidizing these operations through distribution rates.206

A. USE OF WEBSITE207

Q. Please explain how the website is organized.208

A. The website in question is www.nicor.com.  By inputting the names of various Nicor 209

companies (such as www.nicorgas.com, www.nicorservices.com or 210

www.nicorenerchange.com), the searcher will be directed to the applicable affiliate web 211

page of the Nicor Inc. website.  A web page, nicorgas.com/myaccount, is shown on each 212

Nicor Gas customer’s bill.  This web page directs the customer to the section of Nicor 213

Gas’ residential web page that provides multiple account management options.  The 214

website www.nicor.com (including associated domain names) is owned by Nicor Inc.215
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Q. How are the charges related to the website assessed to the affiliated companies?216

A. In accordance with the Operating Agreement, Nicor Gas provides software application 217

support and website maintenance services for the Nicor Inc. website.  The fully 218

distributed costs of this software support and maintenance service are appropriately billed 219

to the Company’s affiliates pursuant to the Operating Agreement.220

B. CALL CENTER221

Q. Please describe the function of the Nicor Gas call center.222

A. The Nicor Gas call center is a primary direct point of contact between Nicor Gas and its 223

customers.  The call center responds to myriad inquiries from customers, including top 224

priority reports of gas leaks, assistance with questions on gas bills, guidance to help 225

manage gas bills, processing requests to start, stop or transfer gas service, and other 226

service requests and inquiries.227

Q. What solicitation services do Nicor Gas call center representatives provide Nicor 228

Services?229

A. After concluding the inquiry from the customer regarding their Nicor Gas service, call 230

center representatives follow a protocol to determine if the customer is eligible for Nicor 231

Services warranty products or HVAC service. If the customer is eligible, that customer is 232

then informed about Nicor Services warranty products or HVAC service.  The protocol 233

includes information on customer eligibility requirements, items covered and not covered 234

by the plans, customer benefits, the process to follow for customer sign-up, scripts for 235

sign-up confirmation and the process to follow after the customer is enrolled.  236
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If the customer is interested in these products or services, the call center 237

representative explicitly states during the confirmation process that these products or 238

services are provided by an affiliate of Nicor Gas, and that the customer is not required to 239

purchase them from Nicor Services to continue receiving the same quality service from 240

Nicor Gas.  This complies with the notification requirements of 83 Illinois Administrative 241

Code Part 550.30.242

Q. How do ratepayers benefit?243

A. Ratepayers benefit from the reduction in costs of operating the call center.  Because 244

Nicor Gas charges Nicor Services all costs related to providing this service (including a 245

share of its fixed costs), the net cost to the utility, and ultimately to the ratepayer, is246

reduced.247

Q. Are the call center services that Nicor Gas provides to affiliates allowed under the 248

Operating Agreement? 249

A. Yes.  The call center services that Nicor Gas provides to Nicor Services are authorized 250

under the current Operating Agreement (see Section 2.2 of Exhibit 1.1), and the 251

Company charges Nicor Services the appropriate cost of these services, as determined 252

under the provisions of the agreement.253

C. GAS LINE COMFORT GUARD254

Q. What is Gas Line Comfort Guard?255

A. Gas Line Comfort Guard is a warranty product to assist homeowners for repairs to gas 256

leaks on pipes in the home interior, appliance connections and shut off valves.  The 257

warranty helps to cover repair costs for leaks located inside the home, which are the 258
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responsibility of the home owner, as opposed to leaks on the Company’s side of the 259

meter, that are solely repaired by Nicor Gas.  This warranty product is sold and marketed 260

by Nicor Services, an affiliate of Nicor Gas.261

Q. Is this warranty product sold and marketed exclusively in Nicor Gas’ service 262

territory?263

A. No.  It is my understanding that Nicor Services markets this product in up to 17 states. 264

Q. Does Nicor Gas provide any services to Nicor Services related to Gas Line Comfort 265

Guard?266

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas provides customer solicitation, billing and repair services to Nicor 267

Services for Gas Line Comfort Guard within the Nicor Gas service territory.268

Q. Are the provision of services and costs related to Gas Line Comfort Guard in 269

compliance with the requirements of the Operating Agreement? 270

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas is authorized to provide these services for Nicor Services under the 271

current Operating Agreement, which allows for the provision of billing services, 272

operational services and customer solicitation (see Sections 2.2 (a), (d) and (e) of Exhibit 273

1.1), and the Company charges Nicor Services appropriately for these services. More 274

specifically, Nicor Gas charges its fully distributed cost to Nicor Services for billing 275

services and for call center solicitation services related to Gas Line Comfort Guard.  For 276

repair services performed by Nicor Gas in connection with Gas Line Comfort Guard, the 277

Company charges Nicor Services not less than the fully distributed cost, which is the 278

same price that Nicor Gas offers to its own customers for these repair services.279
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Q. How do ratepayers benefit?280

A. Because Nicor Gas charges Nicor Services the fully distributed cost of the services 281

provided (including a share of fixed costs), Nicor Gas is able to reduce its operating 282

costs, which ultimately benefits ratepayers.  283

VIII. STAFF ISSUE 4: Annual reporting and auditing requirements to the Commission284

Q. What comments did Staff make in the 2008 Rate Case regarding annual reporting 285

to the Commission and auditing requirements related to the Operating Agreement?286

A. Staff witness Hathhorn stated that the Operating Agreement contains no provisions to287

report activity and charges to the Commission, nor does it contain any internal auditing 288

requirements.  289

Q. Does Nicor Gas report affiliate activity and charges to the Commission?290

A. Yes.  Several reporting and auditing measures are already in place which allow for 291

Commission monitoring of interactions with affiliates under the Operating Agreement.292

Q. What annual reporting is provided to the Commission on the Operating 293

Agreement?294

A. In compliance with Ordering Paragraph 13 of the Final Order, Nicor Gas filed a 295

supplemental scheduled to the 2008 ICC Form 21 on May 1, 2009 providing additional 296

annual reporting on affiliate transactions.  Beginning with the 2009 ICC Form 21, to be 297

filed in 2010, all gas utilities will be required to provide additional annual reporting on 298

affiliate transactions.299

Q. Do the expanded Form 21 reports address Ms. Hathhorn’s stated concern regarding 300

the lack of reporting under the Operating Agreement?301
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A. Yes. It is the Company’s position that the expanded reporting submitted in compliance 302

with the Final Order, and the additional reporting required as part of ICC Form 21 going 303

forward, meets Staff’s needs for additional information.  Therefore, no additional 304

reporting related to the Operating Agreement should be required.305

Q. Does Nicor Gas provide any internal audit reports to the Commission related to the 306

Operating Agreement?307

A. Yes.  In accordance with 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 550 Section 550.150, 308

biennial internal audits are completed in even-numbered years (i) for Affiliate 309

Transactions for Gas Utilities, and (ii) for Intercompany Billing (the Operating 310

Agreement).  In accordance with the Administrative Code, copies of these reports are 311

submitted to the Director of Accounting of the Commission Staff.  312

Q. Would Nicor Gas consider including a reference in the Operating Agreement to the 313

reporting and internal auditing requirements you have described above?314

A. If the Commission believed it necessary to include a reference to the existing reporting 315

and internal auditing requirements as a point of clarification, the Company would be 316

willing to include such a clarification in the Operating Agreement.317

Q. In her rebuttal testimony in the 2008 Rate Case, Ms. Hathhorn suggested that 318

Section 4.0 of the affiliated interest agreement approved in Docket No. 07-0361 for 319

the Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples”) and North Shore Gas 320

Company (“North Shore”) is an example of the monitoring, reporting, and auditing 321

tools which are needed by Staff to assess compliance with the agreement.  Do you 322

agree with Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation?323
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A. No.  The corporate structure of Nicor Inc. and Nicor Gas is vastly different from those of 324

Integrys Energy (the parent company) and Peoples and North Shore.  First, Nicor Inc. is 325

the parent company of a single utility, Nicor Gas. Integrys Energy is the parent company 326

of at least six separate utility companies, including Peoples and North Shore, which327

operate in four different states.  Second, it is my understanding that a separate business 328

services company within the Integrys Energy corporate structure provides many, if not 329

most, of the services for Peoples and North Shore affiliates that would be considered 330

similar to those provide to Nicor Gas or its affiliates under the Nicor Gas Operating 331

Agreement.  Further, it is my understanding that this type of business services model is 332

economically feasible only if a parent company owns more than one utility. I do not 333

know of any corporate structure employing a business services model wherein the parent 334

corporation owns a single utility, as is the case with Nicor Inc.  Therefore, I believe that 335

Ms. Hathhorn’s suggestion for Nicor Gas to provide the same kind of monitoring and 336

reporting as the Integrys Energy companies is unnecessary and far too extensive for the 337

level of such activity in relation to Nicor Gas. As I have already discussed, I believe the 338

current reporting and audit reporting provides the Commission sufficient tools to monitor 339

activity under the Operating Agreement.340

IX. CONCLUSION341

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?342

A. Yes.343


